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Abstract: The current problems associated with the maintenance of hard coal longwall mining depend
on the application or use of extraction technologies. In order to make the best use of these technologies,
a new approach based on simulation studies is necessary. This paper aims to develop a mathematical
model for the powered roof support’s operation. The three groups of professionals involved in
the testing of the roof support were involved in the work on changing the hydraulic system of the
powered roof support stand. These professionals were powered roof support’s designers, researchers
and users. The research subject was the development of a mathematical model as a starting point
for conducting simulations. The model is based on d’Alembert’s principle and the equation of the
balance of flow rates. Based on the developed model, it is possible to determine the pressure in
the space under the piston of the hydraulic prop. The results obtained in the simulations are the
basic assumptions for the development of a prototype that would solve the current problems in
the hydraulic systems of powered roof supports. The adopted research methodology assumed the
development of a mathematical model, simulation in the MATLAB environment and verification
of the model on a test stand. The obtained results of simulation tests based on the developed
mathematical model were confirmed in bench tests. Simulation and bench tests determined the
correctness of the assumptions made for the development of the prototype model. Based on the
analysis of the results, the nature of the work of the future prototype has been predetermined. The
next stage will be the testing of the prototype, which is to be included in the hydraulic system of the
prop of powered roof support in the future. The model mentioned before is the baseline model, and
it will be modified depending on the application of the future design in real conditions. Simulation
studies of powered roof support will allow the structure that is used currently to be optimised, so as
to adapt it to increasingly difficult working conditions.

Keywords: powered roof support; hydraulic prop; mathematical model of the prop; numerical
simulation; longwall mining

1. Introduction

One factor determining a company’s future success is its continuous development and
following and leading with environmental changes. This also applies to the mining indus-
try. The current trends of development in mining companies mostly consider improved
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safety [1], increasing mining productivity, optimisation of the used machine fleet [2] and
reduction in the energy consumption of machines [3]. The mining industry also seeks to
automate the extraction process [4–7]. In order to achieve these goals, innovative solutions
are still being sought. New technologies, intelligent systems and algorithms based on
data analysis are being introduced into mining [8]. More and more emphasis is put on the
quality, endurance and diagnostics of machines [9]. From an economic point of view, it is
also essential to make optimal use of the machine fleet.

The need for continuous development is also dictated by a stricter environment and
safety constraints and increasingly difficult mining and geological conditions. This is
especially true in underground coal mining. Exploiting increasingly low-lying decks
generates new problems in mining [10,11]. It is necessary to constantly adapt to changing
mining and geological conditions [12–14]. This requires the introduction of new solutions
in the process of exploitation [15–17] and improvements in maintaining the stability of the
workings [18,19]. There is also a need to combat natural hazards more effectively [20].

Mathematical analysis and numerical simulations are more often used for this kind of
development [21,22]. They complement laboratory tests and in-situ tests [23]. Numerical
simulations have the advantage that they do not require the construction of specialised
research stations or access to real conditions. Current computer programs make it possible
to simulate almost all phenomena and systems. Simulation of flows [24], stability analysis
of workings [25], modelling in the field of natural hazards [26] and strength analysis of
machines and their components [27] are used in the mining industry, among many others.
Numerical studies and simulations also include powered roof support [28–35], which the
authors of this work have focused on.

Powered roof support is the essential longwall excavation protection system under
which the operation process is carried out. The powered roof support protects the wall
excavation, the workers and other machines from loose roof rocks. It is the excavation’s
primary protection against the rock mass’s adverse effects. It also supports other wall
complex machines (i.e., mining harvester, coal planer and scraper conveyor). The tasks of
the powered roof support also include moving the entire wall complex along the progress
of the wall.

A set of powered roof support for a typical longwall consists of about 100–150 in-
dividual units—depending on the length of the wall. Each section of the powered roof
support is connected to the wall conveyor by means of a sliding system. The sections of the
powered roof support consist of the essential parts: the structure, the power hydraulics and
the control system. During the excavation process, the sections perform repetitive work
cycles. These work cycles include drawing off, moving in the excavation and expanding
between the roof and the footwall. In a harvester wall system, the sections perform this
work cycle after each time the harvester passes. Drawing off is the sliding of hydraulic
props, thus the powered roof support’s cap piece is lowered from the excavation’s roof.
After this operation, shifting the powered roof support section towards the advancing coal
face is possible by means of a displacement cylinder. After displacement, the section is
expanded in the excavation. Then, the pistons of the hydraulic props are extended so that
the cap piece rests directly against the roof of the excavation. After expansion, the section
secures the roof of the excavation [34–36].

To effectively secure the excavation, it is necessary to expand the longwall shield
sections correctly. The required pressure value in the subpiston space of the prop must
be obtained to correctly expand the powered roof support. The expansion determines
the load-carrying capacity, which is the force of the powered roof support acting on the
excavation’s roof. There are three types of load-carrying capacity for powered roof support:
initial, working and nominal. Immediately after the expansion, the powered roof support
section acquires initial load capacity. After taking over the pressure of the roof rocks, the
powered roof support operates at working load capacity. Nominal load capacity, on the
other hand, is the maximum value of load-carrying capacity that the powered roof support
can obtain. The nominal load capacity value depends on the setting of the safety valves.
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This research aimed to develop a mathematical model for simulating powered roof
support’s expansion. The authors focused on the expansion because this is the most
crucial phase of work. Correct expansion of the section significantly impacts the load-
carrying capacity. The model concerns only the hydraulic prop because it is central to
expanding the powered roof support section. The mathematical model presented in the
article is the baseline model. It will be modified for the needs of future constructions.
Computer simulations should be the first step in producing powered roof support. The
simulations allow the powered roof support section to be optimised to achieve the best
operating parameters.

The first chapter of this article contains an overview of the current development
directions in world of mining and discusses the powered roof support. It describes its
general construction, application and operation scheme. The second chapter provides the
theoretical basis for modelling dynamic systems, on which the mathematical model was
developed. This model, together with the derivation of formulas, is presented in chapter
three. Based on the developed mathematical model, several simulations were carried
out for the expansion of the powered roof support. The results of these simulations are
presented and discussed in chapter four. Chapter five summarises the work carried out
and the conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

Mathematical modelling is one of the research tools used more and more often in
engineering and mining. It allows us to describe reality in the language of mathematics.
Resulting from the modelling, it is possible to analyse the processes and behaviours of
various systems. Mathematical models can conduct simulations instead of research in real
conditions. It makes it possible to simulate phenomena that may be too difficult, expensive,
time-consuming or impossible to perform in empirical research. Mathematical modelling
and simulation of processes allow for their better understanding and introduction of
valuable conclusions [37].

2.1. Modelling Dynamical Systems

Systems can be characterised based on the relationship between input and output
parameters. In static systems, the output parameters depend only on the input parameters.
A mechanical example of such a system is a massless spring. The length of the spring
depends only on the force acting on it (input parameter). The system becomes dynamic
when the mass is attached to the spring (Figure 1). Then, the mass’s position (and the
spring’s length) no longer directly depends on the input force. They are also associated
with the acceleration of mass, which depends on all the forces acting on it. The property
where mass acceleration depends on its position relates to a dynamic system [37]
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Most natural systems are dynamic systems. Differential equations can characterise
dynamic systems. For example, the equation shown in Figure 1 will take the following
form [37]:

m
..
x = −kx + mg, (1)

where:

x—the position of the mass m (the length of the spring);
..
x—the acceleration of the mass;
k—constant related to the stiffness of the spring;
g—gravitational constant.

Dynamic systems can be characterised by the relationship between state variables and
their derivatives (temporary). For example, the state variable for our system shown in
Figure 1 is x. According to Hooke’s law of elasticity, the elongation of a spring is directly
and linearly proportional to the applied load [34].

F = −kx (2)

According to Newton’s law of dynamics, the resultant force on a body is equal to the
product of its mass and acceleration [37].

F = m
..
x (3)

Two forces act on the system: the force of the spring and the force of gravity. Thus, the
equation characterising the resultant forces acting on the mass has the form.

m
..
x = −kx + mg (4)

This equation is a second-order differential equation because the highest derivative
is the second derivative. The equation defines the relationship between state variables
and their derivatives. An equation of this type can be solved using numerical solvers in
MATLAB [37]. The solution is to integrate the differential equation in time, which makes it
possible to simulate the system’s operation.

2.2. Procedure for Modelling the Work of a Hydraulic Prop of Powered Roof Support

Mathematical modelling is a tool used to solve problems in various fields of science.
It is often assumed that the model represents the object under study. The representation
is deliberately simplified and lacks many details, irrelevant from the point of view of
modelling purposes. The entry point to the model is the actual object to be examined. For
the selected real object, you need to formulate a problem that needs to be solved. The
modelling process is started after defining the problem and goal.

In this paper, an interdisciplinary team of authors researched powered roof support.
In the work of powered roof support, a significant problem is the correct expansion of
the sections and ensuring the required pressure value in the under-piston space of the
prop. Therefore, the goal was to develop a model for simulating the expansion operation of
powered roof support to optimise the process. The authors adopted a procedure to develop
a mathematical model of the hydraulic prop’s operation. The modelling process is divided
into the steps shown in Figure 2.

The beginning of the modelling process required the adoption of technical parameters
for the hydraulic prop of the powered roof support. After defining these parameters,
adopting certain objectives and simplifications was necessary. The objectives and boundary
conditions are shown in Figure 3. The input phase is the prop (Figure 3a). This means that
the height of the powered roof support is reduced by inserting the piston of the hydraulic
prop. This way, the headpiece loses contact with the excavation roof, and the pressure in
the subpiston space of the prop is close to zero. The liquid supply to the prop is closed.
The prop expansion phase begins in Figure 3b. It consists of sliding out the piston of the
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hydraulic prop until the headpiece comes into contact with the roof of the excavation. Next,
the prop’s liquid supply is opened, and the pressure in the subpiston space increases. As
a result of the pressure increase, the piston begins to move, and the prop is expanded
(Figure 3c). The prop’s liquid supply is closed when the piston outlet limit (x = xgr) is
reached (Figure 3d). This limit is the moment of contact of the headpiece of the powered
roof support with the excavation’s roof. The pressure of the liquid enclosed under the piston
determines the value of the initial load-carrying capacity of the powered roof support.
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The construction of the mathematical model also required the adoption of certain
simplifications. The mathematical model is based on the following objectives [38]:

• the module of elasticity, density and viscosity of the liquid does not change during the
system’s operation;

• the effect of gravity on the operation of the system is omitted;
• deformations of hydraulic components are omitted;
• it is assumed that there is no cavitation in the system;
• it is assumed that there is no dry friction between the moving elements;
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• the propagation effect of the finite velocity propagation of disturbances in the system
is omitted.
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Figure 3. The scheme of the prop’s expansion operation of the powered roof support, where (a) the
input state, (b) the start of the expansion operation—opening the liquid supply to the hydraulic
prop, (c) the movement of the piston of the hydraulic prop, (d) the end of the expansion operation—
reaching the boundary point, where: xp—the beginning position of the piston, x—the displacement
of the piston, xgr—the limit position, ppt—the pressure in the subpiston space of the prop, Q—the
flow rate of the liquid that flows into the cylinder, Fsb—the force of inertia, Fst—the friction force and
Fsh—the force acting on the piston.

After defining the prop and the objectives, one can construct the model. The construc-
tion of a mathematical model consists of determining the dependencies occurring in the
studied object. These dependencies are written in the form of mathematical equations. In
addition to the equations, the boundary conditions must also be defined. Thus, a system of
equations is formed, which is the basis of the mathematical model. Simulation studies are
conducted on the model. The research is carried out using software. The model still needs
verification, that is, evaluation of its correctness. The results obtained from the simulation
shall be verified. Empirical knowledge based on experience and observations of reality
can be used to verify the model. For this purpose, it is best to conduct bench testing. This
requires the preparation of a hydraulic prop with specified technical parameters and the
construction of a research station. The bench testing and the results obtained will allow us
to verify the mathematical model. The results of the model studies shall be compared with
the bench testing results. The convergence of the results will allow the modelling process
to be completed. The verified model, which is the baseline model, can already be used to
conduct simulation studies.

3. Results

The mathematical model of the powered roof support’s hydraulic prop was based on
two equations—the forces and the flows equations [38,39]. In order to record the work of
the prop mathematically, the forces acting on it are taken into account. These forces are
then noted as a mathematical equation using d’Alembert’s principle. After introducing
the inertia force (d’Alembert) into the system, the question of dynamics is treated as the
question of statics. According to d’Alembert’s principle, the sum of the forces acting on
a point mass must be zero. A balance of fluid flow rates supplements this equation. The
balance of flow rates is important because it allows for determining the characteristics of
pressure changes in the subpiston space of the prop. This parameter is essential from the
point of view of the operation of the powered roof support. It determines the value of the
load-carrying capacity of the powered roof support. Thus, a system of equations is formed,
which is the basis of the mathematical model. Computer simulations were performed for
the resulting system of equations and boundary conditions.
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3.1. Mathematical Model of the Hydraulic Prop

The relationship between the forces acting on the prop of powered roof support was
determined by the d’Alembert principle. It takes the following form:

−Fsb − Fst + Fsh = 0, (5)

where:

Fsb—the force of inertia;
Fst—the friction force;
Fsh—the force acting on the piston.

The following relationships can determine these forces:

Fsb = mtł·
d2x
dt2 , (6)

Fst = fs·
dx
dt

, (7)

Fsh = ppt(t)·A, (8)

where:

mtł—the mass of the piston;
x—the displacement of the piston;
fs—the coefficient of friction;
ppt(t)—the pressure in the subpiston space of the prop in time;
A—the surface area of the piston.

Considering the dependencies (6)–(8), Equation (5) can be written in the form:

−mtł·
d2x
dt2 − fs·

dx
dt

+ ppt(t)·A = 0, (9)

3.2. Equation of Flow Rates

The equation of the liquid flow rate to the prop during the expansion operation of the
powered roof support takes the form of:

Q = Qs + Qc, (10)

where:

Q—the flow rate of the liquid that flows into the cylinder;
Qs—the flow rate associated with the movements of the piston;
Qc—the flow rate associated with the compressibility of the liquid.

The following dependencies determine the flow rates Qs and Qc:

Qs = A·dx
dt

, (11)

Qc =
A·
(
xp + x(t)

)
B

·
dppt

dt
, (12)

where:

A—the surface area of the piston;
x(t)—the displacement of the piston in time;
xp—the beginning position of the piston;
B—the bulk modulus of hydraulic fluid;
ppt—the pressure in the subpiston space of the prop.
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Considering the dependencies (11) and (12), the Formula (10) takes the following form:

Q = A·dx
dt

+
A·
(
xp + x(t)

)
B

·
dppt

dt
, (13)

Thus, considering the dependencies (9) and (13), the mathematical model adopted for
conducting the simulation takes the following form:−mtł·d2x

dt − fs·dx
dt + ppt(t)·A = 0

dppt
dt =

B·(Q−A· dx
dt )

A·(xp+x(t))

. (14)

3.3. Numerical Solution and Implementation

To solve the proposed problem numerically, we adopt the Euler method [40]. At first,
the system of second-order ODE (14) is transformed to the system of first-order ODE by
introducing the substitution y(t) = dx(t)

dt . The new equivalent system is given by:
dx
dt = y(t),

dy
dt =

ppt(t)·A−fs·y(t)−mtł·g
mtł

,
dppt

dt =
B·(Q−A·y(t))
A·(xp+x(t))

.

(15)

We discretize the time domain of interest into an equidistant grid with constant
difference h. According to this discretisation, the derivatives in (15) are approximated by
finite difference:

dx
dt

≈ xt+1 − xt

h
,

dy
dt

≈
yt+1 − yt

h
,

dp
dt

≈
pt+1 − pt

h
, (16)

where xt, yt, pt approximate the values of unknown function in time step t = 1, . . . , T.
Additionally, if we denote the vector function of right-hand sides of (15) by F(xt, yt, pt),
then the Euler method performs an iterative procedure defined as[

xt+1, yt+1, pt+1
]
= [xt, yt, pt] + h·F(xt, yt, pt). (17)

During the iterations, we check constraints and in the case of violation, the values
are corrected to satisfy boundary conditions, i.e., non-negative piston displacement and
maximum piston displacement. Let [xˆ_(t + 1), yˆ_(t + 1), pˆ_(t + 1)] be values computed by
Equation (15). Then:

• if xˆ_(t + 1) ≤ 0, then we set x_(t + 1) = 0 and y_(t + 1) = {0, yˆ_(t + 1)};
• if xˆ_(t + 1) ≥ x_gr, then we set x_(t + 1) = x_gr and y_(t + 1) = {0, yˆ_(t + 1)}.

Additionally, we keep the pressure non-negative and correct the inflow into the piston
in the case of achieving the maximum possible pressure.

We implemented the approach in the MATLAB environment and simulated the piston
movement for several values of input parameters.

3.4. Results from Numerical Simulations

The mathematical model was developed following the accepted procedure. The object
of the calculations was to determine the time of pressure flow in the subpiston space of
the hydraulic prop during the expansion of the powered roof support. In addition, the
developed model determines the displacement of the piston of the hydraulic prop and its
speed. The desired characteristics were obtained by solving Equation (14) with the help of
MATLAB R2020b software. The basic parameters of the hydraulic prop and fluid that were
considered in the calculations are summarised in Table 1.
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Table 1. Parameters of the hydraulic prop and fluid in the hydraulic system.

Parameter Parameter Designation Parameter Value

mass of the piston mtł 637 kg
coefficient of friction fs 0.026 Ns/m

surface area of the piston A 0.07 m2

bulk modulus of hydraulic fluid B 2·109 Pa

For the adopted parameters, simulation studies started. The preliminary results are
shown in Figure 4. After a visual assessment of the results, it can be concluded that the
intensity of the fluid supply to the cylinder was incorrectly modelled, which increases
linearly without restrictions—this increased pressure above the permissible value. The
flow rate is regulated primarily by the parameters of the pump used. The maximum flow
rate is determined for the given system, resulting from the elements used. Thus, the model
required correction after the first visual assessment of the results.
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The above problem was solved by the Euler’s method. The second-order ODE system
was rewritten to the first-order ODE system. Then, the derivatives were approximated
(in time) by differences. A limit value has been assumed for pressure with boundary
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conditions. In reality, special valves limit the pressure increase above the permissible value
in the cylinder. After the changes were implemented, further simulations were performed,
and their results are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Results of the preliminary test computer simulation for the adopted model showing:
(a) x(t)—the displacement of the piston of the prop over time, (b) dx(t)—the speed of the piston of the
prop, (c) p(t)—the pressure flow in the subpiston space of the prop over time and (d) Q(t)—the flow
rate of liquid into prop over time.

The changes made it possible to obtain a constant pressure value in the prop’s subpis-
ton space after its expansion. However, the modelled liquid flow rate features indicated
a linear increase. In reality, when the distributor is adequately controlled, the liquid sup-
ply to the prop is opened. The flow of this fluid is constant. Thus, in the next step, the
characteristics of the liquid flow rate to the cylinder were refined with its constant value.
In addition, the value of the liquid flow rate has been reduced from its maximum value
resulting from the system parameters to the optimal value. The results of the simulation
are shown in Figure 6.

After obtaining the assumed characteristics of the liquid flow rate to the prop, the
simulation was executed. Computer simulations were performed for five fluid flow rate
values (Q). These parameters are summarised in Table 2, and the simulation results are
shown in Figure 7.

The resulting pressure flow in the prop’s subpiston space during its expansion can be
divided into two characteristic phases. A very rapid increase in pressure distinguishes the
first phase. The piston of the prop does not move, and as a result of the compressibility of
the liquid, the pressure quickly increases. When a specific pressure limit is exceeded, the
force acting on the piston sets it in motion. Thus, in the second phase, the pressure increase
in the subpiston space of the prop is much milder and depends on the value of the liquid
flow rate.
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Figure 6. Results of the preliminary test computer simulation for the model with a constant character-
istic of the liquid inflow: (a) x(t)—the displacement of the piston of the prop over time, (b) dx(t)—the
speed of the piston of the prop, (c) p(t)—the pressure flow in the subpiston space of the prop over
time and (d) Q(t)—the flow rate of liquid into the prop over time.

Table 2. Variable parameters for the computer simulations.

Parameter Parameter Designation Parameter Value

Fluid flow rate value Q

0.00067 m3/s
0.00058 m3/s
0.00050 m3/s
0.00042 m3/s
0.00033 m3/s
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Figure 7. The results of the preliminary test computer simulation of the prop spreading for five
different values of flow rate of liquid, where: (a) p(t)—the pressure flow in the subpiston space of
the prop over time, (b) Q(t)—the flow rate of liquid to the prop over time and Qv—the value of the
maximum liquid inflow rate for a given test.
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4. Discussion

The last step in mathematical modelling is its verification. For this purpose, bench
tests were carried out, and their results were used to verify the correctness of the model.
The bench tests required the preparation of a special test stand, which is shown in Figure 8.
The prop was expanded in the frame of the test stand. The expansion was performed
by supplying hydraulic fluid from the pump station. The research allowed us to ob-
tain pressure changes in the subpiston space of the hydraulic prop during its expansion.
DROPS-01 wireless pressure sensors from DOH were used to measure the pressure. The
range of sensors was up to 60 MPa. The sensors measured the pressure at a frequency of
100 measurements per second. The results of the research allowed us to verify the mathe-
matical model.
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Figure 8. View of a specially prepared test stand for the verification of the mathematical model,
where 1, 2—pressure sensor, 3—valve block, 4—connection from under-piston space, 5—safety valve,
6—hydraulic prop and 7—frame of the site.

Based on the bench tests performed, the pressure changes in the subpiston space of
the prop during its expansion were defined. An example of the resulting waveform is
shown in Figure 9. As in the model studies, the graph shows two characteristic phases of
pressure increase. A very rapid rise in pressure characterises the first phase. However, after
exceeding 5 MPa, the pressure increase is much milder.

The results of the bench testing were compared with the results of the model studies
(Figure 10). As shown in the graph, there is a significant convergence of results. There are
very similar characteristics of pressure changes in the under-piston space of the prop. The
maximum pressure obtained in the bench tests is about 23 MPa, which is slightly lower than
the value obtained in the model tests. This is probably due to the pump operation during
bench testing. The convergence of the results obtained will allow the completion of the
modelling process. The model prepared in this way can be thus used for simulation studies.
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5. Conclusions

To conduct simulation studies of the work of powered roof support, the authors devel-
oped a mathematical model of a hydraulic prop. The development of the model required a
multicriteria approach. The powered roof support was analysed in terms of construction,
use and research. The interdisciplinary approach determined the need for cooperation
between three groups of researchers. The first step in preparing the mathematical model
was adopting the procedure (Figure 2).

The necessary objectives, simplifications and interdependencies have been identified
following the adopted procedure. As a result, a preliminary model was created. The model
has been modified several times to obtain the required characteristics of the liquid flow
rate into the prop—in line with reality. Finally, the adopted model still needed verification.
For this purpose, the authors conducted bench testing. The results of bench and model
tests showed a significant convergence. Verifying the model confirmed that it is correct,
and at the same time, completed the modelling procedure. This model is the beginning
working model. It can be used to conduct simulation studies. The model can be used by
constructors, producers and users of powered roof supports. It can be used to develop and
verify future prototypes. It can also be used for research on the currently used powered
roof support—for a better understanding of the phenomena occurring during its operation.
This will make it possible to optimize the powered roof support, especially in terms of
ensuring pressure in the subpiston space of the prop and maintaining the load-carrying
capacity. This is extremely important from the point of view of improving safety in the
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longwall. In the future, this model can also be used to develop an automatic system for
spreading the powered roof support section.

The developed model allowed conclusions of a cognitive nature to be drawn:

(1) Based on the design objectives adopted for the simulation, the work profile can be
determined at the stage of creating a new prototype of the powered roof support.

(2) The simulations defined the change in the piston’s position, the piston’s speed and
the pressure change in the prop’s subpiston space.

(3) The mathematical model and the simulation quickly assessed whether the accepted
objectives for the powered roof support were confirmed.

(4) The mathematical model developed is interdisciplinary; the three groups working on
a new powered roof support design drew essential conclusions, which were helpful
to one another.

(5) Mathematical modelling and conducting simulation research in an interdisciplinary
team increases the chance of prototype success based on verifying accepted objectives.
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